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Introduction
The aim of this paper (Proposition 4.3.7) is to prove that for each rational language R it is decidable whether "R" is finitely generated, i.e. whether "R"="F" for some finite set F.
The search and study of finite generators are often found in mathematics (e.g. in theory of groups or vector spaces) or in computer sciences, which use data given only in a finite form. Here we refer to a paper of Latteux and Timmerman [S] about the finitely generated w-languages and to a paper of Restivo [13] about the finitely generated sofic systems. Solving the initial problem has led us to study the notions of bilimit and biadherence for languages of finite words. In particular, the notion of biadherence introduced by Gire and Nivat [7] is essential for our solution; indeed, we show (Proposition 4.3.1) that "R" be a biadherence is a necessary (but not sufficient) condition to ensure that "R" is finitely generated. Furthermore, this condition is decidable (Lemma 4.3.4) whenever R is a rational language. The stated results about the b&infinite words are extensions of works due to Beauquier Cl], and Gire, Nivat and Perrin [7, 121 concerning the bi-infinite words, and to Boasson and Nivat [2] and Staiger [ 141 concerning the adherences.
In Section 1 we recall some basic definitions about the rational languages of finite words, left-or right-infinite words and bi-infinite words. We also recall the notions of finite or infinite factor and of o-power and biw-power of a language.
In Section 2 we consider the (right) limit of a language of "A. We characterize the set of all infinite left factors of a bi-infinite word and we prove that such a set defines a unique bi-infinite word: the case of rational word is studied. Next we consider the bilimit of a language of A* and give a characterization so that the bilimit of a rational language is the empty set. In the rational case we connect the bilimit of a language with its left limit and the limit (by a counterexample we prove that this connection does not hold in the general case).
In Section 3 we are interested in biadherences of languages. We prove that the biadherence of a language R is the empty set if and only if R is a finite set. We give a characterization (which is decidable in the rational case) for L" to be a biadherence. We prove that the rational biadherences are exactly the biadherences of rational languages.
In the last section we solve the initial problem after showing that we cannot directly use the results of Latteux and Timmerman [S] about the finitely generated wlanguages. Here our way is to reduce the given problem concerning the bi-infinite words to a problem concerning the factors of finite words which has been recently solved by Restivo [ 131. 1. Definitions and notations
Words
Let A be a finite alphabet. Let A* denote the set of all finite words over A endowed with the usual concatenation product. Let A" ("A) denote the set of all sequences of N (Z-) into A. Each element of A" ("A) is called a right-infinite (left-infinite) word. As usual, a right-infinite word is simply called an infinite word. Furthermore, let A" ("A) denote the set A" + A* ("A + A*) and AZ, the set of all sequences of Z into A. The shift is the mapping a:AZ+AZ defined by ~((u,)~~~)=(u,+~)~~~.
Definition. A bi-infinite word is a class for the equivalence relation x over AZ defined by: U%U iff 3n~Zjv=a"(u).
We denote by LF(u) the set of all finite or left-infinite left factors of u (RF(u) for the right factors). Let us remark that for u in A", LF(u) is included in A*, and for u in "A" + "A, LF(u) is included in *A (the left-infinite left factors are exactly the left-infinite factors).
We prove in Section 2 that the left-infinite factors characterize each word of "A" and we study the subsets E of "A such that there exists a bi-infinite word u with E = LF(u). E= {"(bab), "(abb) , "(bbu)), then E = LF("(bub)"). In this case LF("(bub)") is a finite set, (b) If E="(ba)+"(ub)u*, then E=LF("(ba)a"). In this case LF("(ba)u") is an infinite set.
Example 1.2.2. (a) If
(c) If E = "(bu)(ab)*, then E is not the set of all left factors of a word u because VXEA, "(bu)x$E.
Automata and rational languages
We recall [S, 31 the notions of automaton recognizing a language of either A*, or A" or "A".
A B&hi automaton A is a quintuple (A, Q, I, T, a) , where l A is an alphabet, l Q is a finite set of states, l I and T are two subsets of Q, and 0 6 is a transition relation.
A Let us remark that this holds for each representative of w whenever this holds for one representative of w. We denote by ,T, (Jl) the set of all bi-infinite words recognized by J&!.
Let L c "Am. We say that L is a rational language whenever there exists a Biichi automaton _&! for which L= T(&) or L= T,(A) or L= uT (~) or L= ,T_ (Jl) .
As usual, the family of all the rational languages of "A" (A", "A, A*) is denoted by Rat("A") (Rat(A"), Rat("A), Rat(A*)).
o-power and biw-power
Let R be a language of A*. We introduce the following notation.
l RW={uo...u "... ) Vn>O, u,ER\E}; R" is called the right o-power (for short the w-power) of R. First we recall the definitions of the (right) limit and left limit of a language XcA*.
lim(X)= (wEA@Jcard(LF(w)nX)= co}, Leftlim(X)= {wEAO(card(RF(w)nX)= a}.
We know that each infinite word is the (single) limit of its left factors: each infinite word u is characterized by the set LF(u). We are going to show that each bi-infinite word is a "limit" of its left-infinite factors and characterize the subsets of "A which are equal to LF(u) for some bi-infinite word u. (ii) 3u~A* such that L=LF("u"). Furthermore, L is a$nite set and 'V' is the unique word WE~A" such that L=LF(w).
Proof. We recall another definition: finite words u and u' are defined to be conjugate if there exist two words m and m' such that u =mm' and u'=m'm. l (ii)*(i): We have LF("u") = ("~'1 u and u' are conjugate}. l (i)*(ii): Given UEL, there exists a primitive word u (i.e. u =m" for some word m implies n = 1) such that u = %. As the prefix pre-order is total over L, for each %'
in L, where u' is a primitive word, u and u' are conjugate. Thus, L c { %'j u and u' are conjugate). L being a leftfactorial set, L is equal to (94' Iu and u' are conjugate), i.e. LF("u"). The uniqueness is obvious. 0 Proof. Let L' be the set of all nonperiodic words of L. Since L is prolongable, L' is infinite and prolongable; thus, Lim(L') is not empty. The prefix pre-order being a total order over L', there exists a unique word uzWAW such that u = Lim(L'). For each UEL', since vA*nL' is an infinite set. we have
As each wemAW such that LF(w)= L satisfies wELim(L'), the uniqueness of w follows. It remains to prove that LF(u)= L. As LcLF(L') and L'c LF(u), we have LcLF(u).
As u= Lim(L') and L is a leftfactorial set, we have LF(u)c L, i.e. L=LF(u). 
. Let L be a language of "A. L is a covering set ifand only ifthere exists
Concerning the limit of a covering set we can state the following. 
where Lim(L') and Lim(L") contain at most one word.
Corollary 2.1.6. Given WE~A~, (w} is rational ijjf LF(w) is rational.
Proof. If {w} is a rational language, there existf;g,hEA* such that w = "fgh" Cl]. Then
In this expression, {f }, LF( f), LF(g), h* and LF(h) belong to Rat(A*); thus, LF(w) belongs to Rat("A).
For the "if" part, both the following cases are considered.
(1) LF(w) is a finite set. In this case w is a periodic word and thus {w} is rational.
(2) LF(w) is an infinite set. In this case, since LF(w) is a nonempty, leftfactorial and rational set, there exists a periodic word 9~ in LF(w). LF(w) being infinite, there exists a nonperiodic word in LF(w) in the form %v', and by Proposition 2.1.3 w = Lim("uv'A*nLF(w)). Thus, {w} is the limit of a rational language of "A. In view of Beauquier's result, {w> is a rational language of "A". 0
Bilimits
Now we are going to consider the "limit" in "A" of subsets of A* [l] . Let (CC,) be a sequence of finite words. We say that (a,) is a strictly increasing sequence (with respect to the factor order over A*) if and only if Definition. Let (a,) be a strictly increasing sequence of finite words. A bi-infinite word u is a bilimit of (a,) iff there exists a representative . ..x_ lxOxl . . . of u such that Vn, c&=x ~~n~...~p~n~, where (qn) is a strictly decreasing sequence of integers and (p,) a strictly increasing sequence of integers.
We denote by Bilim(a,) the nonempty set of all bilimits of (a,).
Remarks.
(1) That u has infinitely many factors in {a,, HEN} is not sufficient to ensure that u belongs to Bilim(cc,).
Example 2.2.1. Let (a,) be the strictly increasing sequence (@~a)~"). Then Bilim(a,)= ("@a)"}. Let u =U(bu)bU. Then u does not belong to Bilim(a,), although card({cr,, nEN}nF(u))= co.
(2) The set Bilim(a,) contains generally more than one word. Definition. Let L be a language of A*. We shall call Bilim(L) the union of Bilim(cr,) for all strictly increasing sequences (a,) of words of L.
We now give some properties of the bilimits. First, we have immediately the following lemma. Proof. Let u be a (bi-infinite) word in Bilim(X Y), and let . . .x_ lxoxl.. . be a representative of U. There exists a strictly decreasing sequence (q,J and a strictly increasing sequence (p,) satisfying VnBO, xqcn 
~Lirn(X).
Consequently, uELeftlim(X).Lim(X); that is to say, we have proved that This implies that uELeftlim(L*).Lim(L*), i.e.
As Leftlim(X).Lim( Y) is always included in
The reverse inclusion being immediate, we have the equality. Now, in view of the equalities
The reverse inclusion being immediate, we have the equality. 0
Bilimits in the rational case
In [l] , Beauquier gives a necessary condition for Bilim(R)=$ when R is in Rat(A*); we give here two characterizations. , Q, { qO}, {t>, 6) , we can assume that R = T(J~'~). We are going to prove that if R is not a prefix language then R is a finite union of rational suffix languages. R being not a prefix language, by using the deterministic automaton Mt, we can write R = RT*, where T is the nonempty language recognized by (A, Q, {t}, {t>, 6) . Let us denote by R' the reversal of R. We have R' = (T')* R'. Since TI and Tare nonempty languages, it follows that Bilim(R) is also a nonempty language: a contradiction. Consequently, R' is a finite union of rational prefix languages, i.e. R is a finite union of rational suffix languages.
Proof of Proposition 2.3.1 (continued).
(ii)=(i): According to Lemma 2.2.3, it is sufficient to prove that whenever R is a rational prefix or suffix language, Bilim(R) is the empty set. On the other hand, _ Bilim(R) = fl iff Bilim(R') = $.
-R is prefix iff R' is suffix.
Hence, we can suppose that R is a prefix language. 
Fact 2.3.3. Let R be a rational prejix language. Then Bilim(R)=@

Proof of Fact 2.3.3. (This result is proved in [l], we give here a shorter proof
Proof of Proposition 2.3.1 (conclusion). (i)*(iii): Immediately we have non(iii)*non(i) (even if R#Rat(A*)). (iii)=(i): We are going to show that non(i)*non(iii).
For that we take again the previous sequence (u,) and the syntactic congruence N of R, then we have 3i<jIuiNuj.
We can write Uj=UUiU, where U#E and V#E. It follows that VnBO U"Uiv"ER. As R is a rational language there exist XEU+, mEU*Uia* and y~v+ such that x*my*cR. 0
Remark. If R#Rat(A*), these equivalences do not hold: a prefix language may have a nonempty bilimit.
Example 2.3.4. R = {a"b", n 2 11, Bilim(R) = Oab". Hence, here we have non(i) and (ii) and (iii).
For the rational languages, we are going to connect the bilimit with the left limit and the limit.
Proposition 2.3.5. Let RERat(A*). Then we have
Bilim(R) = Leftlim(Lim(R)) = Lim(Leftlim(R)).
Proof. First we prove that Leftlim(Lim(R))cBilim(R) (even if R$Rat(A*)).
Given weLeftlim(Lim(R)), let . ..x _"... xo...x,... be a representative of w. There exists a strictly decreasing sequence (mk) of integers in Z-such that Vk 2 0, x,,. .x0 . . .
ELim(R). This allows us to construct a strictly increasing sequence (nk) of integers in N such that Vk> 0, x ,,,*...x,,*gR, i.e. wEBilim(R).
For the reverse inclusion, let w be in Bilim(R) and let . . .x_,. . .x0.. .x, . be a representative of w. Let (u,) be a strictly increasing sequence such that weBilim((u,)). Let -be the syntactic congruence of R. We have V'i, 3j(i) > i such that for infinitely many k's > j(i) Consequently, concerning the family of bilimits of rational languages we can give characterizations of Bilim(Rat(A*)) different from the one given by Beauquier [l] , namely, Bilim(Rat(A*)) = Lim(Rat(wA))nLeftlim(Rat(A")). 
uiPi...Pj(i) -
Uifii...pj(i)...Pk.
It follows that for each previous index k uj(i) -uj(i)bj(i)+l...Pk.
As Uj(i,ER, we have for each previous index
Biadherences
Definitions
First we recall the definitions of the (right) adherence and left adherence of a language XC A*.
We recall now the notion of biadherence [7] , which can be introduced through the bilimits of factors and which will be useful to solve our problem.
Definition. Let L be a language of A *. We define biadherence of L as the following subset of "'A":
Let us remark that the biadherences are the closed subsets for a special topology on "A". But this fact is not called in the way we are going to solve our problem. We denote by F("A") the set of all biadherences in "A". With the aim of characterizing the biadherences which are equal to "L" for some L c A*, we are going to establish some properties of the biadherences.
Calculus over the biadherences
According to Lemma 2.2.4, we have directly the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2.1. Let X, Y be two languages of A*. Then
We know [2] that Adh(L*)=L"+L*Adh(L).
Here we can state the following proposition.
Proposition 3.2.2. Let L be a language of A*. Then
On the other hand, and
Furthermore, according to Lemma 2.2.4,
By using Proposition 2.2.6 we obtain
The reverse inclusion being immediate, we have the expected result. q
On the other hand, we can characterize the languages of "A" which are biadherences.
Proposition 3.2.3. Let M be a language of "A". M is a biadherence ifs M is the biadherence of F(M).
Proof. Let M c"'Aw such that M =Biadh(L)
for some LC A*. We have VWEM,
The reverse inclusion being immediate, we have the stated result. 0
As F("L")= F(L*), we deduce the following corollary. Now, according to Propositions 3.2.2, 3.2.3 and 3.2.7 we can state the following result which will be useful in the last part.
Corollary 3.2.8. Let F be a jnite language of A*. Then we have "F"=Biadh(R*).
Biadherences in the rational case
The rational adherences are defined in [2] . Here we are going to consider the rational biadherences defined as follows.
Definition. Let L be a language of "'A". L is called a rational biadherence if and only if there exists a rational language R of A* such that Biadh(R) = L.
We denote by FRat("A") the set of all rational biadherences in "A".
Proposition 3.3.1. This proposition states that
Rat(%") nF ("A") c FRat("A").
Proof. Let XcwAw be a biadherence. As X is rational, there are rational languages Ai, Bi, Ci of A+ such that X= uyE1 wAiBiCY [12] . SO F(X) is rational and X=Biadh(F(X)) is a rational biadherence. 0
We are going to prove that this previous inclusion is, in fact, an equality. The following result has been proved in words of sofic systems by Fisher [6] ; we give here another proof. In order to prove that Biadh(L)c M, we consider weAZ such that F(w) c L. For each n in N, let w, be the factor of w beginning at the -nth index and ending at the nth one. We denote by E, the set of all lectures of w, on T. The sets E, are nonempty, finite and disjoint. From each 1 in E,, 1, one can obtain 1' induced by 1 and belonging to E, . By Kiinig's lemma there exists an infinite sequence (In) such that for each n, 1, E E, and 1, is induced by 1, + 1. Such a sequence defines a lecture of w on T; thus, Biadh(L)c M and finally M = Biadh(L), where L is a rational language. Proof. These properties hold for Rat("A") [12] and also for F("A") (Lemma 3.2.1). 0
Corollary 3.3.5. Let M be a language of "A". If M is a rational biadherence, then F(M) is a rational constructible language of A*.
Proof. Let M be a rational biadherence, given by a rational language L satisfying M =Biadh(L).
In the proof of 
Finitely generated bio-languages
Now we come to the question which has been the starting point of this study: let R be a rational language; we investigate to seek the proof that one can decide whether "R" is finitely generated, i.e. whether "R"="F" for some finite set F. We begin by giving two examples showing that "R"="G" is not connected with R" = G" or "R = "G. However, let us note that R" = G" and "R = "G obviously imply that "R" = OG'" (since "R" = "R.R"').
The family w[R]w
Example 4.1.1 (This example shows that "'R" '="G"i>R"=G" or "R="G) . Let R = ab and G = ba. Then "R" = "(ub)" = "G". But (ab)" # (ba)" and "(ab) # "(bu) . which is not so).
In the same way that "R" is finitely generated does not imply that R"=F" or "R = "F ' for some finite set F or F '. Example 3.2.6 (continued). We have seen that "R" = "(a + b)"; hence, "R" is a finitely generated language. Furthermore, since R" is not an adherence, according to [S] we can state that for all finite sets F : F o #R" (the same for "R).
Hence, the finitely generated languages of "'A" cannot be reduced to the solved question [S] of the finitely generated languages of A". In this case, to search a finite generator (i.e. a small generator) we begin by constructing the maximal (with respect to inclusion) generators of "R". 6, (q, u)={q'EQI3tET, 3v, weA*: u=vw and tE6(q, u) and q'E6(t, w)} 6, (q, u)={q'~Q~3i~l, 3v, w~A*: u=uw and iEJ(q, v) and q'E6(i, w) } the set of all states which are accessible by a reading of u beginning in q and passing through at least one terminal state (&(q, u) ) and initial state (&(q, u) u)=6(q, u) , and &(q, n) = &(q, v), and &(49u)=& (9,v) .
Maximal generators
Very standard constructions of language theory then show that N is a congruence of finite index such that all classes are rational constructible languages.
VUEA*, we denote by cl(u) the --class of a.
VGcA*, we denote by Sat(G) the set UUEG cl(u).
From the definition of N we have the following fact. 
Consequently,
it is sufficient to decide whether one of these maximal generators contains a finite generator.
Reduction of the problem
On the other hand, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 4.3.1. Let R be a rational language of A*. "R" is jinitely generated ijfs (1) "R" is a biadherence, and (2) F(R*)=F(G*)for some finite set G.
Proof. Let us assume that "R"="G" for some finite set G. On the one hand, according to Corollary 3.2.8, OGO is a biadherence, i.e. we have the condition (1) satisfied. On the other hand, as F("R")=F (R*) and F("G")=F(G*), we have the condition (2) satisfied. Now let G be a finite language such that F(G*)=F(R*).
As "R" is a biadherence, according to Corollary 3.2.4 "R" is equal to Biadh(R*). Hence, "R"= Biadh(F(R*))=Biadh(F(G*)). As G is a finite set, according to Corollary 3.2.8 "G" is equal to Biadh(F(G*)), i.e. "R" is finitely generated. 0
(1) The single condition "F(R*)=F(G*) for some finite set G" is not sufficient. Hence, in view of Corollary 3.2.4 "R" is not a biadherence.
(2) The single condition ""R" is a biadherence" is not sufficient. Then the word 0ab(b2)ncw, where n is larger than the length of all the words of G, belongs to "R" but not to "G". Thus, "R" cannot be finitely generated.
Consequently, according to both previous propositions, to decide whether "R" is finitely generated, it is sufficient to decide
(1) whether "R" is a biadherence, and (2) whether F(R*) = F(G*) for some finite set G is included in a maximal generator of "R". (since the equality of two rational languages of "A" is decidable). 0
Now we use a recent result due to Restivo [13] which states the following. Finally, we deduce the following result, Proposition 4.3.7. Let R be a rational language of A*. Then one can decide whether "R" is finitely generated.
